An assessment of relative transcriptional availability from nonviral vectors.
To design better delivery systems that enhance transfection efficiency of nonviral vectors, we need to improve our understanding of the mechanisms governing both the amounts of plasmid delivered to the nucleus and gene expression. What is needed is a measure of transcriptional availability (TA): the average level of gene expression per plasmid delivered to the nucleus over the course of an experiment. We describe a method to measure TA and demonstrate its application. The chloramphenicol acetyltransferase reporter gene was transfected into NIH/3T3 cells using either cationic liposomes (TFL-3; O,O'-ditetradecanoyl-N-(alpha-trimethylammonioacetyl) diethanolamine chloride (DC-6-14), dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE) and cholesterol, molar ratio 1/0.75/0.75) or cationic polymer (PEI; polyethylenimine). The time courses of both nuclear delivery of plasmids and reporter gene expression were measured for 4 h thereafter. For the conditions used, time courses of gene expression and plasmid nuclear delivery for the two vectors were different. To understand the origins of those differences, we applied a simple pharmacokinetic model, used the data to estimate the values of the model parameters, and interpret differences in estimated parameter values. The rate constant of delivery of plasmids into the nucleus for the TFL-3 vector was twice that of the PEI vector, whereas rate constant of elimination of plasmids in the nucleus for the PEI vector was four times that for the TFL-3 vector. The gene expression rate constant for the TFL-3 vector was estimated to be seven times larger than that of the PEI vector for the conditions used. The pharmacokinetically determined average exposure of a nucleus to plasmid was about 17 times larger for the TFL-3 vector, relative to the PEI vector. That greater exposure resulted in increased relative gene expression. Overall, the TA from the TFL-3 vector was about 13 times greater than from the PEI vector. The experimental design combined with the adoption of pharmacokinetic concepts and principles provide a method to measure TA along with detailed insights into the mechanisms governing gene delivery and expression.